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Abstract
Web2.0 boosts the proliferation of online social networking services. Nowadays, online
Social Networking Sites (SNSs) has become a fast-growing business in the Internet. Hun-
dreds of millions of individual users create online profiles and share personal information
with their friends on these sites, which facilitates a high level of user personalization and
user inter-communication. The users publish their creations called User Generated Con-
tent (UGC) such as bookmarks, pictures, videos and blogposts to entertain others or to be
entertained by other users’ contributions. Therefore popular online social networking sites
possess huge web communities and contain enormous collections of content generated by
their users. Consequently, the dramatically growing online social networking data is be-
coming more and more complex, heterogeneous and temporal, and it becomes more and
more challenging to manage such data.
In the past decades, various database models have been proposed by the database research
community as the conceptual frameworks which provide the foundations to solve data man-
agement problems for a specific domain. However, as far as we know, existing database
models, query languages and access methods do not oer adequate and native support for
the representation, management, querying and especially inter-operability of online social
networking data. To meet this challenge, we choose to move beyond the traditional ap-
proach. In this thesis we present the concept and design of an expressive standard graph
data model, which gives clients easy control over data. We also provide a detailed illustra-
tion of the operators, SNG-Algebra and the query language SNGQL designed for the new
graph database system. The graphical formalism in this thesis for online social networking
data oers high expressibility and adequate modeling power
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The popularity of online social network has been taken to a height that was never reached
before. Nowadays, online Social Network Sites (SNSs) has become a fast-growing busi-
ness in the Internet. Recently we have witnessed the dramatic growth of a number of such
web services including Flickr1, Del.icio.us2, MySpace3 and Facebook4. Through these
sites hundreds of millions of users create their online profiles and share personal informa-
tion with their friends. They publish data items called User Generated Content (UGC) such
as bookmarks, pictures, videos and blogposts. For instance, major movie studios can place
trailers for their new movies on YouTube5; US presidential candidates run online political
campaigns on Facebook; and individuals upload songs, pictures, and blogs to their MyS-







YouTube serves over 100 million videos a day [16], and billions of photos are uploaded
to and collected by Flickr and Facebook. Thus these online networking communities pos-
sess huge user communities and contain large amounts of various content generated by
their users. The growing heterogeneity and burgeoning size of such data has also spurred
interest in diverse applications that are centered on social networking data.
1.1 Motivation
Online social networking data include rich collections of objects and vast community net-
works. Databases are essential to store the dramatically growing amount of such intercon-
nected data. In these circumstances, the database management systems have to provide a
natural way of managing, processing, and analyzing these complex, heterogeneous, tem-
poral and voluminous graph-structured data.
Database modeling has been one of the major themes of database research over the past
decades. However, a comprehensive review of recent years activity in database and data
mining conferences, shows that database support for online social networks, based on a
complete, ecient and scalable data model, which can facilitate inter-operability of social
networking, remains an open issue. Hardly any progress has been made in order to design
a database model for storing and retrieving online social-network-related data. Standard
data models, query languages and access methods, such as the relational model and SQL,
are often inecient as they do not accurately capture the inherent structure of data and
lack native support for large graphs. This less-than-ideal situation calls for a new database
management system to store and manage huge amounts of heterogeneous data produced in
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social networking sites. We believe that such a system would greatly ease the development
and management of advanced online social networking applications, as well as facilitate
ecient retrieval of rich information from the huge amounts of data. In short, the way we
represent, store and query the online social network should allow a more semantic view of
the whole structure and content.
Moreover, through such a common standard abstraction, social networking applications
can take advantage of each other’s data without imposing new requirements on the overall
interface of the system. It is thus becoming increasingly relevant to use a standard datase
model that is flexible and dynamic so that applications and users are free to add new data
and new relations at will.
1.2 Objective
Eectively managing and sharing heterogeneous resources and services in large online so-
cial networking environment is a complex task. Designing such a new system that accom-
modates the voluminous data requires rethinking all aspects of a DBMS, including data
modeling, storage management, indexing, and query processing and optimization.
Semantic knowledge is playing an increasingly important role in order to have the large
quantities of heavily interconnected data well managed. The idea of the new data model
is to represent all components of social networking sites as generic as possible. We notice
that a significant dierence between conventional data and social networking data is that
conventional data focuses on entities and attributes, whereas social networking data focuses
on entities and their inter-relationships. Therefore, the key is to allow links(edges) as the
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first class elements, so that we not only have eciency gains as in the relational database
model, but also can reason with or have expressions involving (binary) relationships (as
needed for online social networks). In this sense, graph is a natural choice. It is just a very
simple yet useful way of abstracting information about online social networks.
We describe a framework which can represent online social networking data directly as
graphs and formalize it as a theoretic graph-based data model. This thesis will not contain
a proposal for physical storage, the graph model designed is merely a logical data model.
1.3 Contribution
In this thesis, we make the following contributions:
1. First, the primary contribution is that we proposed to develop a graph database man-
agement system for popular online social networking services, and designed a systematical
data model based on graphs which serves as the conceptual foundation of the system at log-
ical design phase. This model incorporates all the important semantic information within
the online social networking sites. It provides a proper level of abstraction for social net-
working sites and also have a good support for data provenance(lineage) [43]. Here, the
social graph not only describes people and their friends, but also every other entity (e.g.
blogs, pictures, tags) on the sites. It is useful for manipulating social networking data and
is the basis of the operators and query language.
2. Second, We designed a Social Networking Graph Query Language (SNGQL) for the
specialized social networking data model proposed. The results of the queries can be a set
of arbitrary attributes, or sets of subcomponents(nodes, edges or subgraphs) of the graph.
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We also seamlessly integrate graph analysis functions (adjacent vertices, path etc.) into the
query language.
3. Third, we defined a series of operators, which consists of the operator-based language,
SNG-Algebra, to better support the processing of SNGQL.
4. Finally, in online social networking applications, we need to not only deal with very
large database graphs, but also find all the matches of the graph query pattern within a
huge graph. We propose a graph indexing mechanism, GPattern, to address the problem of
processing pattern matching queries on large social networks.
1.4 Overview
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 is the Related Work section,
which provides information on the related works. A brief introduction of various database
models is provided, highlighting their importance with its own motivations, applications
and characteristic problems. In Chapter 3 we provide a formal description of the proposed
graph data model in the context of online social network in detail and then illustrate the
SNG-Algebra operators defined on it. In Chapter 4, based on the algebra operators, we
define a high-level declarative query language SNGQL to manipulate data and illustrate
it with a series of example queries within the context of online social network services.
Chapter 5 discusses the query processing techniques for SNGQL. First, we introduce the
translation of SNGQL queries into an operator-based language, called SNG-Algebra. We
then present GPattern, a specific graph indexing technique towards resolving the graph
query(pattern matching) problem eciently over a large data graph. Finally, in Chapter 6,
5
we summarize the main benefits of the proposed graph data model. Possible lines for future





A conceptual database model is a type of data abstraction mechanism that hides the details
of underlying data storage [34]. Since beginning in the seventies of last century numerous
database models have been proposed. Today there exists manifold database models, each
of which has its own underlying theoretical principles, rules, terminology and degree of
development. However, as far as we know, very few of them have the potential to satisfy
the requirements of a databases model for online social networking services.
2.1.1 Relational Model
Relational data model was introduced by Codd [15] to highlight the concept of level of ab-
straction. Codd suggested that all data in a database could be stored in a predefined tabular
structure (tables with a set of rows and columns, which he called relations). The asso-
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ciated relational algebra and logic make relational data model easier to develop database
designs, and the focus shift towards modeling data as seen by the end users and applications
rather than by the underlying implementation. Relational DataBase Management Systems
(RDBMSs) are currently dominating the commercial database market-place since the op-
erations performed on traditional business data are relatively straightforward and do not, in
general, involve making recursive inferences.
However, many real world data objects are recursive and associative in nature, so relational
database cannot always be the appropriate tool for data storage and data access, concerning
its poor modeling capabilities, and the fact that its languages lack the expressive power [3]
for complex applications, which need the use of intricate but flexible data representation
and derivation techniques. Actually there are many popular data-intensive tasks from the
last decade for which relational databases provide poor ratio of performance to price and
have been rejected. Critical scenarios include text indexing, media delivery, and especially
large-scale data intensive web 2.0 sites such as social networking sites.
First, the usefulness of RDBMSs can be largely restricted by their failure to take into ac-
count the semantics of databases. In the relational model, the identities of relationships
have no explicit representation. In contrast to the graph data model we proposed, the fea-
tures that relational model provides are too low level and are not representational enough
to allow the semantics of a database to be directly expressed in the schema. Complex rela-
tionships often lead to complicated schemas. Relationships must be recovered by executing
query operations on the database, i.e., these important semantic information must be known
to the user from information not contained in the relational representation. Data dependen-
cies would quickly lead to heavy join operations. If the developers do not actually declare
8
the primary/foreign key, we cannot even infer the relationships.
Moreover, even though it is possible to store nodes and edges in relations of relational
data model, relational data model does not provide support to basic network operations
(e.g. path finding and motif searching). The query language cannot explore the underlying
graph of relationships among the data and does not provide support for network oriented
data manipulation. Path finding, for instance, reduces to an undetermined number of joins
of a edge relation over itself which makes it unfeasible under relational model.
In summary, although our graph model specification can be logically viewed as multi-
ple sets of binary relations, the deficiencies of relational model compared to the proposed
graph model are manifold. So relational model is not adequate for expressing the seman-
tic relationships that exist between items constituting the online social network, and that a
new, more semantic approach such as graph data model is needed. The above dierences
make our graph model not only simpler, more straightforward and expressive in expressing
assertions, but also easier to extend and integrate.
Entity-Relationship Model The Entity-Relationship (ER) model was originally proposed
by Chen [35] as a way to unify the network and relational database views. The entities
represent a set of basic objects and the relationships indicate associations between entities.
By contrast, the node in our graph model represents individual entity and the edge is used
to denote the interrelationship between two individual entities. The ER model is generally
used to produce a type of conceptual schema or semantic data model of a system, often a
relational database. ER model itself is only a partial data model, since it has no standard
part for the data manipulation.
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2.1.2 NoSQL
NoSQL is a database movement which promotes non-relational data stores that do not need
a fixed schema. NoSQL databases generally process data faster than relational databases
because their data models are simpler and more likely to be suitable for social networking
data. Recently, NoSQL seems to become the wave of the future. A growing number of
developers and users are increasingly turning to NoSQL databases. Actually, ever since
the late 1960s, some nosql databases have been around, such as network, object-oriented
databases.
2.1.2.1 Network Model
The core concept of our data model, using a graph as the fundamental abstraction for nav-
igating information structures, dates back to some of the first database models, such as
network model.
The database consists of a collection of set-type occurrences in the network data model[38].
All the occurrences are maintained using pointers, therefore the insertion, deletion and up-
dating operations of any record require large number of pointer adjustments, which makes
its implementation very complicated. Specifically, since the data access method in the net-
work database model is a navigational system, making structural changes to the database is
very dicult even impossible in most cases. If changes are made to the database structure
then all the application programs need to be modified before they can access data, i.e., this
simple data model is tightly tied to its physical implementation and lacks of expressive




An object-oriented model[27] is a database model in which information is represented in
the form of objects as used in object-oriented programming. Object databases have long
been recognized as a solution to one of the biggest dilemmas in modern object-oriented
programming (OOP): the object-relational (OR) impedance mismatch.
OODBMS is faster than relational DBMS because data is not stored in relational rows
and columns but as objects. Unfortunately, object databases lack a formal mathematical
foundation, unlike the relational model, and this in turn leads to weaknesses in their query
support. Moreover, in an OODBMS based application, modifying the schema by creating,
updating or modifying a persistent class typically means that changes have to be made to
the other classes in the application that interact with instances of that class. This typically
means that all schema changes in an OODBMS will involve a system wide recompile.
Besides, work on a standard Object Oriented model and language is progressing, but no
complete detailed standard has emerged as yet.
Object-oriented database models have been related to graph database because of the ex-
plicit or implicit graph structure in their definitions. Nevertheless, there remain important
dierences rooted in the form that each of them models the world. Object-oriented models
view the world as a set of objects having certain state (data) and interacting among them
by methods. On the contrary, graph database models model the world as a network of re-
lations between entities. The emphasis of O-O model is on the objects, their values and
methods, whereas the emphasis of graph data models is on the interconnection of the data,
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the network of relations among the data and the properties of these relations.
2.1.2.3 Semi-structured Data Model
The semi-structured data model is a data model where the information that would normally
be connected to a schema is instead contained within the data, this is often referred to as
self describing model.
Semi-structured database systems focus on storing data items, and usually the relations be-
tween this data is treated as a second class feature of the system. Typically these databases
are represented by trees, although cycles are sometimes possible, the types of operations
and queries do not support general graphs. Therefore, generally, semi-structured data
model [37, 2, 10] does provide a better support for network-structured data, but are not
fully developed.
2.1.2.4 Graph Model
A graph which describes interrelationships over a set of data entities is really a powerful
conceptual tool used to model network-oriented data. As in many areas of computer sci-
ence and other disciplines, graph theoretic tools play an important role also in databases.
The conceptual graph model is a data representation formalism, in which data structures
for the schema and instances are modeled as graphs or generalizations of them, and data
manipulation is usually expressed by graph-oriented operations and type constructors[4].
Generally, graph database models are motivated by real-life applications where informa-
tion about data inter-connectivity or topology is more important, or as important, as the
data itself. Traditional standard data models are usually inecient as they are dicult to
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capture the inherent graph structure of data representing hypertext documents[5, 16, 39]
or appearing in applications such as social networks or geographic information systems.
Graph model can overcome the limitations, while maintaining the structural and semantic
complexity of data. Thus, to allow a natural way of handling data appearing in these ap-
plications, several proposals[21, 8] have been made from the last decade to define graph
models, algebra and languages. For instance, graph has been widely adopted to model bi-
ologic data. Many areas of modern molecular biology deal with data that are structured in
the form of graphs.
In 1970s Leinhardt first proposed the idea of representing a social community by a digraph
[29]. After that, graphs are often adopted by computer scientists and social scientists to
model and analyze social networks. For example, an object-relational graph data model
has been proposed for modeling social network applications by Mitra et al.[33]. They
model the social network as a directed graph and the node-based schema as pre-defined set
of objects. This model is more suitable for general real-world social networks(e.g. village
community), not specifically for online social content sites. They just focus on various
relationships between persons, whereas interrelations in online social network are much
more diverse and complicated. Besides, without a novel method of indexing and query
processing mechanism, it works well for a small set of nodes and edges only. And the
paper mainly focused on structural properties and structural operations. The subsystems
attached to nodes or edges of these ”pure” graph models are too simple, typically allow
only simple atomic labels on nodes (i.e., constants, strings, etc.).
Another important drawback is that most of existing models just deal with static or small
dynamic graph, so they often pre-compute some query results to improve performance.
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However, online social networking graph is both huge and highly dynamic. New members
may join and relations among the members may also change over time. It is actually a
rather complex process.
Li et al. [30] model unstructured, semi-structured and structured data as graphs and propose
an ecient keyword search method, EASE, to adaptively process keyword queries over the
heterogeneous data. They proposed summarizing and clustering the graphs, and devised
eective graph indices to materialize structural relationships for fast and accurate response.
These techniques can be useful when dealing with keyword search in our graph-model
based DBMS.
Overall, there is no agreement within the database community on a single graph-based data
model for any application domain. Specifically, very little research has been carried out on
graph-based data models for online social networking services.
Therefore, despite this wealth of social network models and analysis, we believe there is
still a need for new designs, techniques and especially data management systems. Ac-
tually, graph data models and related querying technologies oer significant advantages
to discovering relationships in large data sets and can be the basis for many of the new
functions anticipated for the next generation online social network.
2.2 Resource Description Framework
In the broad sense, Resource Description Framework (RDF) 1 can be considered a data
model. It is a flexible model for representing information about resources with a set of
1www.w3.org/TR/rdf-primer/
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RDF statements of the form (subject, predicate, object) triples. The three elements of the
triples stand for the resource, the predicate (i.e., the characteristic being described), and
the object (i.e., the value for that characteristic) respectively. RDF also allows users to
explicitly describe semantic resource in graphs 2. The vocabulary of the graphs is a set of
names, which are URI references or literals.
In [31], the authors provide a complete and systematic illustration of using RDF/SPARQL
to represent, transform and query social networks. In the conceptual model, social actors
and relations are both modeled as nodes, and one kind of edges denote the roles social
actors perform in the relations. Attributes are also represented as part of the data graph. So
other edges are used to indicate object-attribute relationships.
Admittedly, RDF/SPARQL do capture the semantics of social networks in better structures.
However, to be more user-friendly, data model for social networking sites must stay simple.
There are some diculties with the semantics of RDF, which was developed by people with
academic background in logic and artificial intelligence and are currently being resolved
by the RDFCore working group. RDF as well as SPARQL (the main query language for
RDF) lacks of perspectives of graph model. The syntax of RDF is especially verbose and
can be dicult for humans to read and understand compared with our proposed graph
model and SNGQL. Besides, Since result aggregation and path computation are missed





It is evident that these years the volume of graph data has been growing rapidly in size
in a wide spectrum of applications and recent database research work shows a growing
interest in the definition of graph models and design of graph databases to allow a natural
and eective way of handling data appearing in these applications such as bio-informatics,
social networks, hypertext applications, geographic information systems, world wide web
searching, and heterogeneous information integration, etc. Due to its wide usage, it is
important to organize, access, and analyze graph data eciently.
2.3.1 Graph Query Language
Graph querying has become an active research area recently. A good query language can
make it much easier for users to perform semantic search and iterative analysis over large
graphs. A number of query languages have been proposed for graphs which can be used
to formulate a query in textual form. Similar to the graph data models, these graph query
languages are usually limited in solve problems in a specified situation. Here is a typical
example, Sheng et al. [1] propose an object-oriented graph data model and GOQL, an
SQL-Style query language with explicit path expressions. The authors specified GOQL
syntax for construction, querying, and manipulation of four kinds of objects: node, edge,
path and graph. However, this is only for modeling and querying of multimedia application
graphs represented as DAGs.
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2.3.2 Graph Query Processing
In recent times, the database community has shown tremendous interest in proposing in-
novative solutions to query large graph databases [13, 22, 23, 25, 36]. To build a useful
understanding of a social network site, a complete and rigorous description of a pattern of
relationships between social objects is a necessary starting point. So at the core of many
advanced network operations lies a common and significant graph query primitive: how
to search a certain graph pattern eciently within a large and diverse network graph? For
example, how to rapidly find groups of people within social networks that match certain
characteristics. Processing such a graph query is a very challenging task due to the NP-
complete nature of subgraph isomorphism and the rapid growing in size (the number of
nodes and the number of edges) of graphs. To speed up the search, researchers perform
graph indexing and adopt a filter-and-verification framework. For example, some existing
research(e.g. [12, 9, 14, 42, 47]) has been conducted on graph databases which consist of
graphs of various sizes. Most research mainly focuses on querying tasks such as finding
the best connection between a given set of query nodes [17, 28, 40] and finding subgraphs
that match a given query pattern [41, 20, 24].
However, most of previous studies on the index have mostly been carried out within the
context of relatively small (of tens of nodes and edges) graphs [45]. The performance of
query processing on large graph databases is still inadequate due to the high complexity of
processing large-scale graph-structured data. Therefore, with the increasing size of mod-
ern graph databases, there is a growing need and strong motivation to take advantage of
well-studied database indexing and query processing techniques to address the graph query
problem on the large network scenario (e.g. online social networking database). The de-
17
velopment of such index is crucial to the success of large graph stores, just as it is critical
for the practical success of any database management system [7].
18
Chapter 3
Data Model and Operators
In developing complicated data-intensive systems, one of the most significant technical
decisions to make is the choice of data representation. In order to eectively share the
large and complex resources, data should be semantically structured and interrelated. We
notice that graphs can be adopted to organize large amounts of information from various
sources into one unified structure. Social Network originates from six degrees of separation
[44] and can be naturally seen as a highly interconnected structure made of nodes which
are connected by one or more specific types of interdependency. Also, from the view of
social network analysis, the social environment can be properly expressed as regularities or
patterns in relationships among interrelated units.
Graph theory has developed a mathematical and topological representation of the nature
and structure of (online) social networks. Automatic management of relationships makes
things natural and simple, and that is what any excellent database should do. Developers re-
ally have enough to worry about, and graph based databases provide real help here. There-
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fore, in developing a database management system for supporting online social networking
services, graph can be adopted as an appropriate data representation. In this chapter, we
first illustrate several key concepts of the proposed formal graph model designed for online
social networking sites, and explain how the components of such sites and their interrela-
tionships can be represented as a graph. Subsequently, we will present the corresponding
operators, within the same context.
3.1 Graph Model
”The recording of social behaviors over the Web, and the tagging and annotation of data are
creating networks of data with the structure of what is classically known as online social
networks [32, 26].” The model here describes the conceptual tools for representing data
from online social networks in graph structures (i.e., this data model is defined at logical
level and is silent on how its components should be stored). Actually, we need to separate
the graph data model and operators from their storage and execution.
3.1.1 Notations
In this section, we will summarize some notations used throughout this thesis in Table 3.1.
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Symbol Description
D The graph database for social networking sites
G Single connected mixed graph within the database
N The set of nodes in the graph
n An individual node in N
TN The set of types denoting semantics of nodes in N
TE The set of types denoting semantics of edges in E
E The set of edges in the graph
e An individual edge in E
(n1; hei; n2) Node n1 is connected to node n2 through edge e
Table 3.1: Notations Used Throughout
3.1.2 Model Definition
The following graph data model is based on the concept of nodes, edges and graphs. The
notations here are similar to the notions in graph theory [6]. In order to model online social
networking data at an abstract level, we represent it as a mixed graph G = hN, Ei, where
N is a nonempty finite set of nodes and E is a set of logically directed or undirected edges
connecting two distinct nodes for representing the interrelations. An (un)directed edge
(m; n) 2 E is said to be incident with each of its two nodes m and n, we also say that m and
n are adjacent with each other. A node with no incident edges is said to be isolated. We
will see examples and further refinements below.
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3.1.2.1 Node Definition
Reality consists of entities. Online social networks have more complex structure than real
world social networks. The classical way that just consider relations between social actors
is insucient. Here, in our conceptual graph model, the set of nodes which represent these
entities within social networking sites generally belong to three pairwise disjoint sets as the
following (i.e., every node in the graph belong to one and only one category):
Definition 3.1.1 Actor (A): a finite set whose elements are social units which are embedded
in the online social context, such as individuals, groups, companies, etc.
Definition 3.1.2 Object (O): a finite set of user-published data items for sharing with other
members within the social community on the web, such as blogs, pictures, bookmarks,
videos, etc.
Definition 3.1.3 Concept (C): a finite set of elements attached to an Actor (A) or an Ob-
ject(O) as comments, description, messages, etc. such as messages on the notice board of
a user, comments attached to the objects, and user-created meta-data (e.g. tags, keywords)
for describing the objects.
These three sets denote three general specification for the types of nodes within our graph
database for social networking sites. Figure 3.1 illustrates the super-type and sub-type rela-
tionships in the tree form. This defines a notion of semantic association among members in
the set of types. When creating the database, users are usually required to provide sub-type
(leaves of the tree) for each node. And the sub-type will be immutable throughout the life
of the node.
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Figure 3.1: Supertype-Subtype Tree
3.1.2.2 Edge Definition
Multiple forms of relations exist within the structure. These relationships can be classi-
fied into six categories: 1) Actor-to-Actor, 2) Object-to-Object, 3) Concept-to-Concept,
4) Actor-to-Object (Object-to-Actor), 5) Actor-to-Concept (Concept-to-Actor), 6) Object-
to-Concept (Concept-to-Object). Type of edge is the attribute defining the type of rela-
tion which holds between the two nodes. Logically, the edges(relationships) can be undi-
rected or directed. For example, in Facebook, the association of friendship is recipro-
cated(symmetric), while in Twitter, the followed-following relationship is directed(asymmetric).
In the latter case, logically there are arrows on the edges to show the direction of the asso-
ciation.
Each node or edge is aliated with an attribute list, which is a collection of attributes
for describing certain properties of the node or edge. Specifically, each node or edge is
distinguished from all other nodes/edges through a special attribute – ID, which persists
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over time, independently of changes to the value of other attributes. The value of each ID
attribute must be unique within the database. This means we can ask a node/edge for its
identifier, remember the identifier, and later find the node/edge again by looking it up in the
graph database. The model places no restriction on the form of the identifier, as long as it is
immutable and generated by the system. Thus, each node in the graph holds a universally
unique identifier, a set of edges, and an attribute list. In the online social network database,
node identifiers can be identical to the URLs.
3.1.2.3 Graph Definition
We now define the graph data model we use.
Definition 3.1.4 A social networking data graph is a five-element tuple G = hN, E, TN , TE,
fi, where




Concept = fn1;    ; nkg is a (finite) set of nodes ni, each associated
to a group of attributes NPi = hpi1 ;    ; pijNPji, with jNPj > 0.
- E = fe1;    ; emg denotes a set of logically directed or undirected edges e j = (nh; nk), with
nh and nk in N. Each e j is associated to a group of attributes EP j = hp j1 ;    ; p jjEPji, with
jEPj > 0 1.
- TN and TE denote the types of nodes and edges respectively (TN is just the the set of leaves
in the supertype-subtype tree shown in Figure 3.1).
- f is a typing function which defines the mapping: N ! TN and E ! TE (i.e., maps nodes
and edges to their corresponding types).
1Note that for each n 2 N, e 2 E, the cardinality jNPj (jEPj) of the group of attributes can be dierent, but
the maximum values of jNPj and jEPj for specified type of nodes or edges are usually fixed.
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Definition 3.1.5 Suppose G = hN, E, TN , TE, fi is any online social networking data graph.
For n 2 N:
 The target of n is the set T(n) = fn’j(n,n’) 2 Eg .
 The source of n, S(n), is the set fn’j(n’,n) 2 Eg .
An end node of an undirected edge is both target and source node.
 The descendants of n is the set des(n) = fn’j there is a path from n to n’ in Gg .
 The non-descendants of n is the set non-des(n) = fn’jn’ 2 NV n’ < des(n)S ng .
 We use tS (n, tn, te) to denote the set of sources of n with type tn 2 TN , and through
edge(s) with type te 2 TE. More formally,
tS (n, tn, te) = fn’j(n’,n) 2 EV f(n’) = tn V f(n’,n) = teg.
 We use tT(n, tn, te) to denote the set of targets of n with type tn 2 TN , and through
edge(s) with type te 2 TE. More formally,
tT(n, tn, te) = fn’j(n,n’) 2 EV f(n’) = tn V f(n,n’) = teg .
 A node n is called a leaf i T(n) = ;.
In Figure 3.2, we show a little snapshot from a portion of our graph database, which is de-
signed for a typical social network site based on the above graph model. Five types of nodes
and three types of edges that corresponding to the interconnections between the nodes are
explicitly depicted. Here, Actor=fUser 1, User 2,    , User ng, Object=fPicture 1, Pic-
ture 2,    , Picture n, Blog 1, Blog 2,    , Blog ng, Concept=fComment 1, Comment 2,
   , Comment n, Tag 1, Tag 2,    , Tag ng, TN=fUser, Picture, Blog, Comment, Tagg,
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TE=fFriendship, Create, Attached tog. The topological structure is also clear, for exam-
ple, tS(Picture 2, Actor, Create)=User n and tT(User 1, Tag, Create)=NULL. A group of
attributes attached to node User 1 are also listed in the figure.
Figure 3.2: A small subset of a online social networking data graph.
3.1.3 Constraints
In order to ensure data graphs in the database to be valid and consistent, we specify a series
of constraints in this section.
Constraint 3.1 No two (distinct) nodes/edges in the database have the same identifier, i.e.,
:9 m1;m2 2 N [ E, m1 , m2 V m1:ID = m2:ID.
Constraint 3.2 There cannot be multiple edges between two nodes with the same type, i.e.,
:9 e1 = (n1; n2); e2 = (n3; n4) 2 E, where e1:type = e2:type; n1 = n3 and n2 = n4 or n1 = n4
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and n2 = n3.
Constraint 3.3 Self-loop is not allowed.
:9 e = (n1; n2) 2 E; where n1 = n2:
Constraint 3.4 Null is not in N. So we can ensure that the two end nodes of an edge are
never empty, i.e., 8 e = (n1; n2) 2 E, n1; n2 , NULL, since a graph is a set of nodes and
edges such that an edge is present in a graph only if the two nodes it connects are present
in the graph.
Constraint 3.5 Every object and concept node must have one and only one parent of type
actor, which is the corresponding creator of the object or concept, formally,
8 o 2 Ob ject; c 2 Concept; 9 a 2 tS(o, Actor, Create) and a’ 2 tS(c, Actor, Create).
Thus, only Actor node can be isolated.
Constraint 3.6 Every Concept node must at least have one child indicating the entity it is
attached to, that is, the child node maybe an actor or object, i.e.,
8 c 2 Concept; 9 o 2 tT(c, Object, attached to) or a 2 tT(c, Actor, Attached to).
3.2 Operators of SNG-Algebra
A graph database system must provide not only a good representation for describing online
social networking data but also data structures and operations for creating, manipulating,
and retrieving this data in the database. To be complete, in this section, we shall define and
present a set of valid operators that allow for the processing of many graph oriented queries
which are typical within the context of social networking sites. The operators presented
here are all defined based on the proposed graph data model and also form the basic parts of
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SNG-Algebra, which is mainly designed for processing graph database queries. The valid
arguments for the operators are sets of graphs or graph components (e.g. paths, nodes, etc.)
Attribute access operator()
We define the attribute access operator ”” as unary operator to retrieve the value of any
attribute of a node or edge. For example, we use ageUser A to get the value of age attribute
of User A and we retrieve title, the attribute of blog node, with titleBlog.
Mapping()
First we will provide the definition of pattern graph, which is a little template for extracting
sub-components of the whole network graph.
Definition 3.2.1 Patterns. A pattern graph is defined as P = (Np,Ep,Tpn,Tpe,f), where
(1) Np is the set of nodes, denoting node variables with specified types;
(2) Ep is a set of edges (ordered or unordered pairs) between two nodes in Np, with types
specified;
(3) Tpn and Tpe are the sets of node and edge types respectively;
(4) f is the type-mapping function, as defined for data graphs.
The semantics of the Mapping() operator is to derive the set of those substructures from
the graph database D according to a certain given graph pattern P. The syntax is PD. For
example, user1h f riendshipiuser2D will derive all the user friendship pairs in D. Generally, user-
specified pattern is a graph structure, the nodes and edges of which only have a unique
attribute type. The retrieved substructures must be isomorphic to the given patterns, which
possess a diversity rich enough to please a user. We will provide more explanations on this
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later.
EXAMPLE Figure 3.3 illustrates a sample query graph pattern P and the corresponding




) operator can be applied on two components(nodes, edges, paths or subgraphs)
which are both instances or patterns. The operator combines the two components together
if they have at least one common node. For two instances, common nodes are those which
share the same ID value; for two patterns, common nodes means they possess the same
type. Figure 3.4 is an example of merging two patterns.
Merge can also be conducted towards two sets of graph components. The result set will
be got through merge conducted on each pair of elements from these two sets if applicable
(i.e., for each element Ga in A and each element Gb in B which have at least one common
node, the result set contains an element Ga 
Gb).
EXAMPLE The following is an example of Merge operation conducted on two sets of
components: A
S
B. Specifically, when merge is applied to paths which have one or more
nodes in common, we can get some special cases and we define specific path operators, the










) are two binary operators which can be applied between two
graph components (nodes, edges, paths or subgraphs), with almost the same semantics
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Figure 3.3: Example of Pattern Mapping.
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Figure 3.4: Merge-On Two Patterns
as those of the union and intersection operators in graph theory. Unlike Merge, union is
applied when two components share no common part(s). Given the two elements G1 = (
V1, E1 ) and G2 = ( V2, E2 ), the union(
S











E2). Similar to Merge,
union and intersection also can be applied to two sets of components.
Select()
The semantics of the SELECTION() operator is to derive relevant components of the
graph database (i.e. nodes, edges or substructures) according to selection criteria on at-
tribute values or topological structures. The syntax is quali f ication(Input Data). Qualification
indicates the condition expression over the input data. Usually qualification is a combina-




, 8, 9, : and arithmetical operator, such as >, <, =, ,,
 on property values. It has value of True or False.
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Figure 3.5: Merge–On Two Sets of components.
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In the rest of this section, we will concentrate on the operators involving graph topological
structure, which is the main dierence of operators here from relational operators.
Neighborhood Operators (Nb, DN)
Traversals are the most common operations on a graph database. The neighborhood op-
erators are used with traversal, i.e., with an original node, to retrieve and count those ad-
jacent nodes of a particular type and through a specified type of edge. Three arguments
are needed: original node, edge type and the type of the adjacent node. The operator Nb
always leads to a set of nodes (duplicates are not allowed) and DN returns the number of
these nodes. Depending on the structure of the database being traversed, that set may con-
tain many, one or zero nodes. For example, when we start from a node representing a user
through create edge to get the neighbor nodes of blog type, we may or may not find any,
depending on whether the user has any. Figure 3.6 presents the signature of the operators.
Figure 3.6: The signature of the neighborhood operator.
Since the edges logically can be treated as directed or undirected, Nb is typically used
to retrieve neighboring nodes through undirected edges. For retrieving neighbors through
directed edge, users can choose to use operators NbST and NbTS . ST indicates source to tar-
get, while TS is for retrieving source nodes from target nodes. Neighboring operators can
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be recursively applied (go through multiple edges in sequence). A typical example is the
FOAF (Friend Of A Friend) query: Nb(Nb(User 1; Friendship;User 2); Friendship;User 3).
Here is another example: to retrieve those users (User 2) on whose blog User 1 has pub-
lished comment(s):
NbTS (NbST (NbST (User 1;Create;Comment); Attached to; Blog);Create;User 2)
Path Operators: Concatenation() and Composition(+)
First, we will provide the definition of path expression.
Path expression is used to describe walks in the graph. It is represented through a sequence
of nodes and edges beginning and ending with node, and each edge is incident with the two
nodes immediately preceding and following it: node 1 < edge 1 > node 2    node (n 1)
< edge (n 1) > node n (n  2). The node and edge can be a type or a specific ID. Here, the
edge(s) in the path are not necessarily to be directed. The length of the path equals to n-1,
i.e., it is the number of edges in the path. If the path is of length 1, then it represents a trivial
path with a single edge. Two paths with undirected edges can also be concatenated if they
have one and only one common end node. For example, path expression user < create >
comment < attached to > photo describes the walks from user node to his/her published
comment, then through attached to edge to the photo node. A path can visit the same node
more than once but cannot repeat an edge (i.e., edge i , edge j for 1  i,j  n-1).
Now we will provide the definition of two binary path operators: concatenation () and
composition(+). Both of them are binary operators. Let path1, path2 represent two paths
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with length p and q respectively. If path1 and path2 are adjacent (i.e. the target node
of path1 coincides with the source node of path2), these two paths can be concatenated.
Figure 3.7 shows a simple example of concatenation. Otherwise, if path1 and path2 do not
meet the requirements for concatenation, but the two paths do have at least one common
node(s), they can be composed, as shown in Figure 3.8. Please note that path1 + path2 is
not necessarily to be a path in D.
Figure 3.7: Example for Concatenation.
Figure 3.8: Example for Composition.
Apparently, concatenation and composition are both special cases of Merge(
). If two
paths (operands) have one or more common nodes, concatenation and composition are
applied. Whenever two paths have no common nodes, the concatenation and composition
operators provide an empty graph. In such a configuration, the UNION operator can be
applied and provides two disjoint paths together as a result.
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3.2.1 Operator Composition
Unlike Relational Algebra, the results of the above operations may not be graphs, but com-
ponents (set of nodes/edges or sub-structures) of the graphs. However, in some cases,
dierent operators can still be composed if output from one operation can become input
to another operation. For example, to retrieve common friends of two users, we conduct
union on the result sets of neighborhood operations:
Nb(User 1, Friendship, User)
T
Nb(User 2, Friendship, User)
In this section, we will also provide the following propositions.
Proposition 1: Commutative Law
(I) path 1  path 2 = path 2  path 1
(II) path 1 + path 2 = path 2 + path 1
(III) component 1 









component 2 = component 2
T
component 1



















The above propositions have straightforward proofs which are omitted.
Proposition 3: Distributive Law
(I) (path 1  path 2) = (path 1)  (path 2)
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(II) (path 1 + path2) = (path 1) + (path 2)
(III) (component 1 









component 2) = (component 1)
T
(component 2)
Proof We will only provide proof for (I) here, (II), (III), (IV) and (V) can be proved
likewise.
Assuming the lengths of path 1, path 2 are p and q respectively, we use n and e to denote
the nodes and edges in the paths, then
path 1 = n11e11n12    n1pe1pn1(p+1),
path 2 = n21e21n22    n2qe2qn2(q+1).
If n1(p+1) and n21 are of dierent subtypes, both sides of the equation will be an empty set.
If n1(p+1) and n21 are of the same subtypes, assuming  2 (path 1  path 2), that is, 
matches the pattern path 1  path 2.
Thus we can get p 1 and p 2, a pair of corresponding matches to path 1 and path 2, i.e.,
p 1 2 (path 1) and p 2 2 (path 2).
So we can also find  in the set of(path 1) (path 2). Similarly, if  is an element of the






We believe that powerful query languages are needed for online social networking appli-
cations. Therefore one of our next challenges was to design a query language that allows
users to easily retrieve and manage online social networking data.
The declarative database query language for the proposed graph model, presented herein,
is called Social Networking Graph Query Language (SNGQL). In this chapter we mainly
concentrate on defining the syntax (very much like SQL) and semantics of a high-level
declarative query language SNGQL, which combines the expressive power of logic with
identity and the representation power of graphs. And we will demonstrate this kind of
simplicity and power of SNGQL on online social network data, and provide some exam-
ples and comparisons. Of particular importance is that the query language allows us to




To create a new graph database here, users should provide the definition of each type of
the graph components. When defining a new node/edge type, the type name and the to-
tal attribute list should be provided. And for edge type, users must also use DECLARE
statement to specify the type of the two end nodes. Obviously, the pair of end nodes Users
probably only use a subset of the attributes when inserting a node or an edge. The syntax
of Data Definition Language is defined as follows (Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Syntax for Data Definition Language.
It is obviously more expressive than conventional database schema in semantic description.
For example, to create the database shown in Figure 3.2, we need the following statements
(Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Statements for defining sample database.
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4.2 Data Manipulation
One of the major problems encountered in the maintenance of a database application is how
to manage changes. In general, the data manipulation language supports the insertion and
removal of edges, the creation and deletion of new vertices(entities), and the modification
of atomic attribute values. In this section we will introduce the features we think are most
important in the design of the data manipulation language of SNGQL.
The following four operators update graph structures in the graph database:
(1) insert node (G, node type, List of Attributes value) returns G = (V,E), and a new node
with the specific type is inserted into V, i.e. V := V [ fvg. Figure 4.3 describes a user node
being inserted into the database.
Figure 4.3: Example: insertion of a user node.
(2) delete node(G, node) returns G = (V,E) such that v is deleted from V, i.e. V:= V - fvg.
(3) insert edge (G, v1, v2, edge type, List of Attributes value) (v1, v2 2 V) returns G =
(V,E) and (v1; v2) with the specified edge type is inserted into E, i.e. E := E
Sf(v1; v2)g.
(4) delete edge (G, v1; v2, edge type) ((v1, v2) 2 E) returns G = (V,E) and (v1, v2) with the
specified edge type is deleted from E, i.e. E:= E - f(v1, v2)g.
When applying to various nodes and edges within the online social networking context,
these four basic operators may not be independent of each other:
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1. insert an object/concept node v
The insertion of node v (v 2 O[C) into the database implies the insertion of an edge
(u,v)(u 2 A) with type create. In this case, the node insertion will include an edge
insertion as part of the operation.
2. delete a node u
The deletion of a node u will lead to the deletion of all the incident edges of u.
Specifically, if the node is an Actor node (u 2 A), all the nodes v 2 O [C with edges
(u,v) of type create or attachedto should also be deleted; if the node is an Object
node (u 2 O), all the nodes v 2 C with edges (u,v) of type attachedto should also be
deleted if v has no other incident edge(s) of type attachedto.
3. delete an edge (u,v)
The deletion an edge (u,v)(u 2 A; v 2 O [ C) of the type create will result in the
deletion of node v.
SNGQL variables have types graphs, paths or nodes and can be assigned as set of graphs,
paths or nodes, respectively. In terms of the node variables, we use the strings beginning
with node type to denote them, such as userA, blog1.
4.3 Data Retrieval
4.3.1 Requirements
A fundamental goal of the language for data retrieval is to provide conceptual naturalness.
Specifically, we see the following requirements:
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1. Retrieve fragments or components of the graph from the whole data set based on
specified selection criteria.
2. Emphasize concepts and relationships equally, i.e., the graph fragment or compo-
nents may be selected based on their structural as well as on their attributes. content.
3. Describe complex, regular structures.
4. Not to require full knowledge of the structure to express meaningful queries.
5. The query language should allow new functions to be added to the language by sim-
ply adding the function syntax to the parser and support software.
4.3.2 The Basic Form of A SNGQL Query
This section presents the basic syntax used by SNGQL for attributes retrieval and pattern
match queries. The basic syntax of an SNGQL query is shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Basic Query Form.
The query language is based on the algebra operators we defined in Chapter 3. The answer
to a query is a set of attribute(s) or subcomponent(s) of the data graph. Every query has a
SELECT...IN D clause, which specifies the list of attributes and components of the graph
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to be retained in the result, and a optional CONDITION clause, which specifies a graph
query pattern. The qualification for attributes in the optional WHERE clause is a series of
conditions using the logical connections (i.e., AND, OR, and NOT). Each of the condition
has the form expression op expression, where op is one of the comparison operators f<; ,
=; <>; , >g. An expression is an attribute name, a constant, or an (arithmetic or string)
expression.
4.3.3 SNGQL Query Examples
A query language is characterized by its corresponding set of queries. In this section, we
will provide a group of example problems where the power of SNGQL is required, and we
will illustrate the examples with some comparisons with SQL for relational database.
(I) Conditional Attributes Retrieval
First consider two simple queries on the attributes of nodes. The dot expression is used to
access the attributes in the query.
Example 4.1.1 Find all the users of the social networking sites.
SELECT user IN D
The answer is a set of nodes, each of them with a dierent ID, denoting a individual user
in the social graph database D.





user.university= ”National University of Singapore” and user.name= ”Mary”
On the other hand, retrieving attributes of graph components is certainly not the only thing
a user wants to do; hence, queries related to interrelationships should be supported as well,
and preferably in a style that is not too complex. We will demonstrate this by a number of
examples as follows:
(II) Component(s) Retrieval with Simple Pattern Matching and(or) Condition(s) on
Attribute(s)
Example 4.2. This example selects for all the friends of the user named ”Ethan”.
SELECT user2
IN D
CONDITION user1 h f riendshipi user2
WHERE user1:name = ’Ethan’
Such simple yet expressive pattern descriptions, which are very critical parts of most of
the SNGQL queries, identify a subset of related atoms to be extracted from the data graph,
which is then returned as a set of sub-structure mappings.
Example 4.3. Retrieve the list of the names of those photo up-loaders and the number of
photos they upload.
SELECT user.name, user.Degree (create, photo)
IN D
CONDITION user hcreatei photo
Degree (edge type, node type) returns the number of incident edges of a certain node with
type specified by edge type and the other end node typed node type. In SNGQL, we also
oer aggregate functions such as COUNT, MAX, MIN and SUM, typical functions for
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operating over query result such as LIMIT, ORDER BY and DISTINCT, as well as a bulk
loading facility that allows loading a group of nodes or edges into the database.
(III) Component(s) Retrieval with Complex Pattern Matching and(or) Condition(s)
on Attribute(s)
Example 4.4. Retrieve the user pairs who comment on each other’s photo.
SELECT (user1, user2)
IN D
CONDITION user1: hcreatei photo1,
j hcreatei comment1 hattached toi photo2,
user2: hcreatei photo2,
j hcreatei comment2 hattached toi photo1
The above example query introduces the representation of a more complex pattern in
SNGQL. Path expression is the basic building block of the graph pattern. The starting
nodes of paths are specified arbitrarily, which are followed by the edge type and another
end node type, and continue to indicate the path. The comma in the middle is for indicating
the end of a path. A branch of the path is represented by putting a colon following the node
where the split along multiple paths occurs and a vertical bar(”j”) before the start node of
every branch except the first one. The result of this kind of query is the component(s) (in
this query, two user nodes) of every matched pattern,via the select clause. Another example
is shown in Example 4.5., which includes both complex pattern matching and conditions
on attributes.
Example 4.5. Retrieve the name of those users commented on photos tagged by ”sports”




CONDITION user: hcreatei comment hattached toi photo1,
j hcreatei photo2,
tag1: hattached toi photo1,
tag2: hattached toi photo2
WHERE tag1:name = ’sports’ and tag2:name = ’NBA’;
On the other hand, we can also use relational model to represent the same Flickr data-set,
Figure 4.5 depicts the schema graph.
Figure 4.5: Schema Graph for Relational Database
For the purpose of comparison, we write the relational SQL queries in Example 4.4 and 4.5
as follows.
Example 4.4.(SQL)
SELECT distinct ac:c u id as a1, bc:c u id as a2
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FROM comment as ac, comment as bc, photo as ap, photo as bp
WHERE ac:c p id = ap:p id
and bc:c p id = bp:p id
and ac:c u id = bp:p u id
and bc:c u id = ap:p u id
and ac:c u id < bc:c u id
ORDER BY ac:c u id, bc:c u id;
Example 4.5.(SQL)
SELECT distinct u:uname
FROM user as u, photo as p, tag as t1
WHERE u:u id IN (SELECT c.c u id
FROM comment as c, tag as t2
WHERE c:c p id = t2:t p id and t2.name = ’sports’)
and u:u id = p:p u id and p:p id = t1:t p id and t1.name = ’ NBA ’ ;
While representing online social networking data with relational model seems not very
dicult (Figure 4.5), querying it, especially traversing it, can be rather time-consuming
due to the (large) number of potential joins (e.g., the SQL query in Example 4.4 contains
four equi joins and one non-equi join).
Compared with the above equivalent SNGQL query, these SQL queries are apparently
much harder to compose, more unnatural and thus less intuitional.
(IV) Graph Traversing
The capability to specify the inter-relationships among the data entities composing the
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queried graph pattern makes SNGQL more flexible than others.
Example 4.6. Retrieve the user pairs (user1,user4) in a common scenario of websites for
micro-blogs (e.g.Twitter):user1 follows user2, user2 follows user3 and user3 follows user4.
This is a typical query with graph traversing. For SNGQL, we just need two parameters to
represent it. One is the types of the two end nodes to start the traversal from and terminate
the traversal with, and the other is the length of the traversal. Thus we can easily write this
query in SNGQL as the following:
select uer1, user4
condition uer1 h f ollowi3 user4;
It is intuitive and easy to write. h f ollowi3 indicates that this relationship between two users
iterates for three times. However, to represent the same iterations with relational model,
we need three joins:
select u1:u id, u4:u id
from u as u1, u as u2, u as u3, u as u4
where u2:u id in u1.followingids
and u3:u id in u2.followingids
and u4:u id in u3.followingids;
Just imagine that if we need such relationship iterates for n (n = 10) times, composing the
query with SQL will be rather complex and error-prone.
SNGQL is designed according to the defined algebra for the purpose of easy usage. Thus
the semantics of SNGQL can be clearly understood when we translate the components of




Although we describe the syntax of a basic SNGQL query in last chapter, we have not
discussed the meaning of a query. Actually, the contents of the query can be understood by
considering the following conceptual evaluation strategy:
1. Find the mappings(sub-components) to the graph query pattern in the condition clause.
2. Delete the mappings in the result set of step 1 which fail the qualification conditions in
the where clause.
3. Delete the attributes or sub-components that do not appear in the select clause.
This straightforward conceptual evaluation strategy makes explicit the attributes or graph
sub-components that must be present in the answer to the query.
An algebra-based approach is used to define the SNGQL semantics. In the first sec-
tion of this chapter, we will start to discuss the query processing techniques for SNGQL,
more specifically, the translation of SNGQL into an operator-based language, called SNG-




 Unary operator for retrieving values of attributes
 Select relevant components of the data graph if certain criteria satisfied

 Merge two subcomponents of the graph, if they have common node(s)S
Get the union of two subcomponents in the graphT
Get the intersection of two subcomponents in the graph
 Retrieve the mappings of certain graph query pattern in the data graph
Nb, DN Derive the set of typed neighboring nodes through certain type of edge(s)
 Concatenate two paths if possible
+ Composite two paths if they cannot be concatenated but have common node(s)
Table 5.1: Summarization of Operators
Processing a pattern matching query is one of the fundamental operations for querying
graph databases. However, any part(i.e., any sub-pattern) of the query pattern is a pred-
icate that needs to be satisfied in the query evaluation, and the diversity of graphs, when
combined with the increasing size of modern online social networking graphs, makes find-
ing ecient search techniques dicult. Therefore a pattern matching query is in general
very complex. In the remaining part of this chapter, we will illustrate GPattern, the index
mechanism for pattern matching in our graph database.
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5.1 Query Translation
For processing, SNGQL queries are translated into operator-based language, SNG-Algebra.
SNG-Algebra is a simple algebra essentially based on the set theory and graph theory,
with graphic operands designed for processing social networking graph database queries.
As shown in Chapter 3, SNG-Algebra operands are sets of social graphs, sub-graphs or
graph elements. Each graph element consists of an identifier and a group of attributes.
A SNGQL query intuitively corresponds to a SNG-Algebra expression involving attribute
accesses, selections and mappings. Queries in SNG-Algebra are composed using a col-
lection of algebraic operators, get collections of data as input, produce collections of
resources as output, and each query describes a step-by-step procedure for computing
the desired answer; that is, queries are specified in an operational manner. For exam-
ple, consider Example 4.1.1, the query is equivalent to applying the selection operator
of SNG-Algebra, i.e., userD. As to Example 4.1.2, the expression is more complicated,
bdate;hometown(university=”NationalUniversityo f S ingapore”;name=”Mary(userD)). Belowwe will show the
algebraization with more examples.
Example 5.1 (query in Example 4.2)
SNG-Algebra: N(name=”Ethan”(userD), friendship, user)
Example 5.2 (query in Example 4.3)
SNG-Algebra: name(NTS (photo; create; user)) AND DNTS (photo, create, user)
Example 5.3 (query in Example 4.4)
SNG-Algebra: user1;user2 (P D)
where P= user1 h create i photo1
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+ user1 h create i comment1  comment1 h attached to i photo2
+ user2 h create i photo2
+ user2 h create i comment2  comment2 h attached to i photo1
Compared with relational algebra, our work has some distinctive features. Firstly, relational
algebra cannot express and compute transitive closure. We need to write program (e.g. C
program) in order to get it. It is much easier to find the direct and indirect relations in
the data graph of our model. Besides, relational algebra cannot deal with those queries
with aggregation functions (e.g. it cannot express queries like Example 5.2), though SQL
contains this part.
5.2 Pattern Matching
For large-scale graph-structured data, queries that allow users to specify the types of pat-
terns in which they are interested have always played a central role (e.g. Example 4.2,4.3,4.4).
Evaluation of such graph queries involves graph traversal, which is very costly. In many
cases, the success of a graph database application is directly dependent on the eciency
of the graph querying with matching processing. Actually, this step is considered to be the
most critical in the overall performance of our graph query processing. However, conduct-
ing exact pattern matching over large and diverse graphs is usually thought challenging, if
not impossible.
Sequential scan approach (no structural index) is obviously infeasible, since 1) Social net-
working graph database is generally very large, which makes accessing the whole graph
database very costly and impracticable (the detailed complexity analysis will be provided
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later in this section); 2) to determine whether the graph database contains the query pattern
P is a sub- graph isomorphism problem, which has been proved to be NP-completeness
[18].
In this section, we undertake a formal study of graph indexing with an eye towards address-
ing the problem of eciently processing (exact) pattern matching queries on our graph
database.
5.2.1 Problem Definition
Here, the processing of a pattern matching query is described as follows: Given a user-
specified query pattern P, determine all the distinct subcomponent in the graph database D
which matches P, if at least one such subcomponent exists. Otherwise empty result set is
returned. The matching condition is formally defined below.
Definition 5.2.1 A sub-structure G’(N’,E’,T 0N ,T
0
E,f ’) in D is said to be a matching of the
user query pattern P(Np,Ep,Tpn,Tpe,f) if it is isomorphic to P, i.e., they are of the same size
and there exists a bijective mapping g between N[P] and N[G] such that:
1. for all n 2 Np, f(n)=f’(g(n));
2. for all (n1, n2) 2 Np  Np, (n1, n2) 2 Ep implies (g(n1), g(n2)) 2 E’;
3. for all (n1, n2) 2 Ep, f(n1,n2) = f ’(g(n1), g(n2))
If the node in the query pattern is of super-type, then all the nodes in the database which
have the corresponding sub-type will be considered a match. For instance, all the nodes
with type blog, picture, video etc. matches a node in the pattern typed object.
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We define the size of the pattern P as an ordered pair, denoted as size(P) = hjN(P)j, jE(P)ji.
The two elements represents the number of nodes and number of edges in pattern P respec-
tively.
For two graph query pattern P1 and P2,
1. If jN(P1)j < jN(P2)j, then size(P1) < size(P2);
2. If jN(P1)j = jN(P2)j, jE(P1)j < jE(P2)j, then size(P1) < size(P2).
The patterns we discuss here should be at least of size h2,1i. Processing a pattern match-
ing with a single node is trivial and thus not discussed. When there is no matching to the
query, the answer set is empty. Generally, assuming the size of a graph pattern P is N, and
the size of the original graph database D (number of nodes contained) is M, since for each
node n 2 N(P), an exhaustive search of possible one-on-one correspondences to u 2 V(D),
the worst-case time complexity of the exhaustive search algorithm can be O(MN) [48, 11].
Specifically, the classification mechanism (Figure 3.1) of our data model already induces a
partition on the nodes of the graph database. This category system forms the (ideal) basis
for structural index which supports query processing in the language. So in this case, for
a graph pattern P of size N, assuming the total number of nodes can be classified into n
subtypes, which has m1, m2,    , mn nodes respectively, now the size of exhaustive search
space for a node n 2 N(p) is alleviated to QNi=1mi, where mi is the total number of nodes
with the same subtype of n. The complexity is reduced a bit, but the matching process is
still rather time-consuming, a novel index mechanism is needed.
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5.2.2 Normal Form for Pattern
Every pattern query will be rewritten to a normal form for processing. In SNGQL, more
complex graph patterns can be formed by combining smaller patterns in various ways. As
shown in Figure 5.1, a query pattern P can be represented as the union of a certain number
(n  1) of sub-patterns, which come from composition of several paths. The paths can
be trivial (edges) or got from concatenation of a certain number of trivial paths. For one
pattern, perhaps multiple normal forms can be got (i.e., the normal form for a certain query
pattern maybe not unique). This will not eect the pattern matching processing anyway.
Figure 5.1: Pattern Normal Form.
Proof:
We prove this theorem through induction on the size (number of nodes and edges) of the
pattern denoted by hjN(P)j, jE(P)ji.
If the size of the pattern P is h2,1i, i.e. the pattern is a trivial path, obviously the claim
holds.
Suppose the theorem holds for size(P) = hn, ei, when the size of the pattern increases, we
get two basic conditions:
(I) jN(P)j= n+1, jE(P)j= e+i, that is, adding one more node and i(i1) edges to the query
pattern.
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There are two and only two conditions for this node to be connected with existing
pattern(jN(P)j= n):
1) be concatenated to at least one of the paths within the existing pattern;
2) cannot be concatenated to existing paths, but can be composed with at least one of
them.
Either of these two conditions can be easily represented by the normal form above.
The claim holds.
(II) The number of nodes remains the same, i.e., jN(P)j= n. One edge is added between
two existing nodes, i.e., jE(P)j= e+1.
Clearly, this added trivial path can be connected with existing edges through two dierent
ways: 1) concatenation 2) composition.
In both situations, we can use normal form to represent it.
The claim holds.
5.2.3 Graph Indexes
In a traditional relational DBMS, an index is created on an attribute in order to locate
tuples with particular attribute values quickly. In our DBMS, such a value index alone is
not sucient, since the topological structure is as important as the attribute values. Thus,
we design indexes towards graph structure for our system, i.e., a topological index, or
GPattern, to incorporate pointers towards nodes in the graphs for matching certain basic
patterns.
Our primary goal is to develop a clear understanding of the design space of the structural
index which can reflect the native structure of graphs and expressivity of graph query lan-
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guages. In this section, we will mainly focus on a novel method of indexing the graph
databases called GPattern in order to accelerate pattern matching queries.
Generally recording paths of various lengths is obviously infeasible, for such path indexes
probably result in performance degradation since the set of paths in a large graph database
usually is huge. We notice that even for huge data graph in the database, the number of
dierent patterns for paths of certain length is usually small. GPattern is comprised of
two major forms of patterns: 1) the pattern of the size h 2,1 i (two nodes and one edge);
2) the pattern of the path(s) of length 2. For each of the above two kinds of patterns,
GPattern maintains a set of starting nodes of the corresponding mappings in the graph.
These two structures are ideal candidates for indexing since they cover the two kinds of
most simple path patterns, which can be used as basic structures to construct patterns of
any size according to the normal forms. As basic graph indexing units, (i) they avoids an
exhaustive enumeration procedure as in [46] and [19]; (ii) they are very space-ecient,
which is very important considering scalability in large social networks; (iii) they preserve
local pattern information for the nodes, which is especially useful for search space pruning
before costly pattern matching.
Given a social networking data graph G and a query pattern P, the general procedure of
conducting a graph pattern matching using our indexes is as following:
1) Transform the query pattern P into Normal Form;
2) According to the distributive law (Proposition 3), with the help of the index, get the
matching set from the data graph for each path of the query pattern P.
3) Calculate and get the final result set through the composition or union operations con-
ducted on the filtered sets.
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5.2.4 Case Study
Consider the query in Example 4.4, we get a relatively complicated query pattern(see Fig-
ure 5.2) from the in statement. The pattern of the query in Example 4.4. contains four path
expressions, i.e.,
path 1: user A hcreatei photo A
path 2: user A hcreatei comment B hattached toi photo B
path 3: user B hcreatei photo B
path 4: user B hcreatei comment A hattached toi photo A
Figure 5.2: Query Pattern from Example 4.4.
Path 1 and path 3 are trivial paths (i.e., edges). path 2 is got from the concatenation of
edge (user1 hcreatei photo1) and edge (comment2 hattached toi photo2. Similarly path 4
are also got from concatenation of two edges. The whole pattern just equals to ”path 1 +
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path 2 + path 3 + path 4”, ”path 1 + path 4 + path 2 + path 3”, or ”path 2 + path 3
+ path 1 + path 4” etc. Actually, according to Proposition 1, the order of composition
will not eect the processing of pattern match. Then, according to Proposition 3, (path 1
+ path 2 + path 3 + path 4) = (path 1) + (path 2) + (path 3) + (path 4). Thus
with the help of GPattern, we get the matching set for path 1, path 2, path 3 and path 4
respectively.
Finally we can get the result set of the matchings of query pattern from the union of the




It is hard to deny the booming popularity of social networking sites, which facilitate a high
level of user personalization, and user inter-communication. On the other hand, the prob-
lem of database representation is complicated by the fact that no single model of reality may
be appropriate for all users and problem domains. Specifically, classic data models were
criticized for their lack of semantics, the flatness of the permitted data structures, the di-
culties the user has to capture the data connectivity, and how dicult it is to model complex
objects. Meanwhile, the limited expressive power of current query languages motivated the
search for models that allowed better representation of more complex applications. Thus,
considering the nature of online social networking data, we are required to rethink some
aspects of traditional solutions.
Graphs have high expressive power to model complicated structures. Formalizing graphs as
a graph-theoretic data model defines a useful database. In this thesis, we describe a natural
and easy-to-use graph model to naturally represent and manipulate online social network
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related data, which is the first step to develop the new database management system. We
think of the online social network sites as a whole graph, where the nodes are three types
of data elements (Actors, Objects and Concepts) and the edges correspond to the binary
relationship between the nodes. We first demonstrate that the said data model is a natural
candidate for management of online social network data. We also describe in detail the
collection of operators that are available to operate on the graph, and investigate the power
of the query language SNGQL in this thesis. The rapid increase in the size and complexity
of graph-structured data as well as the NP-complete nature of subgraph isomorphism have
raised the need for eciently processing of the graph database queries. So we introduce
SNG-Algebra and structural index GPattern in the last chapter. All of these are in the
application domain of online social network services.
To conclude, we feel that an explicit graph model for online social network is very desirable
for several reasons:
1. Graphs are a flexible and natural way of representing online social networking data.
Graphs closely model the interconnected nature of this data, balancing the relative im-
portance of data units and interrelationships. It provides a database system interface with
explicit semantics, which allows the user to more directly model the way he/she thinks
about the problems to solve.
2. Graphs have a solid foundation in mathematics and computer science. Graph theory
is supported by a tremendous amount of formal analysis and study. The system can use
ecient graph algorithms designed to utilize the special graph data structures.
3. A graph-theoretic data model supports the operators needed for social network databases,
including algorithms for answering complex queries.
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4. Queries can refer directly to the graph structure. For example, paths can be defined
(not present in any of the other models) and they are the interesting entities in most net-
works. The query language provides an intuitive, flexible graph-based formalism even for
nonexpert database users.
Our investigation of new graph data model and graph databases suggests that graphs are a
good representation for online social network services and that graph databases are su-
cient to help meet the current and near future needs for social web.
6.1 Future Work
Our work provides a generic foundation of semantic data management for the online social
networking services. It should be pointed out that the study of the graph data model and
SNGQL language for online social networking services and their implications is a contin-
uing eort and that details of the design should be considered preliminary.
We believe that there is a varieties of interesting work to be done in improving the model
designed and developing intelligent query planner that have knowledge of graph operators
so that it can tune performance for dierent operational characteristics. For example, right
now SNG-Algebra and SNGQL do not contain transitive closure operator (e.g. if there is a
path between two nodes). We will include this kind of operators in the next step.
Additionally, we choose to implement the whole database management system from scratch,
rather than building an extension to an existing DBMS to handle online social network data.
Building our own complete DBMS allows us full control over all components of the system.
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